
 A native of North America1

 On 4-15-14 the aggrieved received an unsigned order denying the aggrieved’s Petition for Certiorari. 2

Possibly Certiorari reviews are reserved for the highest courts.  With that in mind, the aggrieved has retitled his
‘appeal’ and made some corrections and additions.  Aggrieved prays that in the future, his name will not be
addressed with ALL CAPS, as, upon information and belief, this is legal indication of a strawman.  This appeal is
submitted by a living soul.

 A prayer seems appropriate in light of the refusal of the STATE to hear, read, or respond to demurrers,3

prayers, affidavits and oral questioning, by the aggrieved, for the past four years.  The aggrieved prays that this
appeal will reach someone who will act according to the fiduciary obligation inherent in his role as a public servant
who has taken an Oath to uphold and protect natural law, common law and the Constitution for the People of the
united states of America.

 Exercising power from social or economic factors, not lawful.4

 Capitalization of any name indicates a fictitious legal, not necessary lawful, entity.  In this Petition,5

usage of the word ‘STATE’ includes, but is not limited to any U.S. / U.S.A. government institution, agency, related
State, County or City, employee, agent, judge, attorney, or actor.

  All ‘judges’ referred to in this Petition, have admitted that they are, in fact, administrators or6

chancellors in equity since they refuse to take lawful Oaths as required by the Constitution for the People of the
united states of America, and refuse to produce lawful bonds.

 “The villain is more powerful than the victim who must search far afield for mechanisms to redress the7

injustice.” -- Ali J. Ahmed

In the Circuit Court of the 17  Judicial Circuitth

in and for the People of Broward, Florida

Bruce Toski )
Appellant )

)
vs. )

)
STATE of FLORIDA )

Appellee )
____________________________________) 

    
PRAYER for Review, Reversal, Discharge and Restitution

Comes now Bruce of the family Toski, a sentient living soul, self-owned, an American1

appearing specially, under duress, arms, and coercion, at arms length, with an amended  Prayer2 3

for Review, Reversal, Discharge and Restitution of the STATE’s informations.  Appellant will
hereinafter refer to himself as the ‘aggrieved’.

Since early 2010, the de-facto  STATE of FLORIDA (hereinafter STATE ), by and thru various4 5

agents, prosecutors, ‘judges’  and armed men, has attacked  the aggrieved and the strawperson6 7

Case no. 13-84 AC10A

STATE OF FLORIDA ‘informations’
12-11268MM10A
10-01730MM10A



 The concealment of treason, by being passive (Bouvier 1856). “It is the duty of every good Citizen8

knowing of a treason or felony having been committed, to inform a magistrate.” Id.  The day after the aggrieved
informed Peter Weinstein (chief judge Broward), or treasons being committed by those under his purview, four
armed men stormed the aggrieved’s private home.

 “If you wish to converse with me, define your terms” 9 Voltaire  He also said, “It is dangerous to be right
in matters on which the established authorities are wrong”.  “Words are more treacherous and powerful than we
think.” Jean Paul Sartre “Abuse of words has been the great instrument of sophistry and chicanery, of party,
faction, and division of society.” John Adams 

 Cue this song - 10 Reflections

“BRUCE TOSKI”, following entry (not service), of informations / invoices numbered: 
10-01730MM10A and  12-11268MM10A.   Following trespass, battery, kidnaping, incarceration,
torture,  abuse of process and misprision of treason , the STATE extorted thousands of dollars8

from the aggrieved, his family and his friends.  The STATE charged the aggrieved twice with
‘obstruction’ (w/o violence, > 1 year apart), then dragged the aggrieved thru unlawful ‘legal’
processes for four (4) years, arrested him five (5) times [twice in the courtroom], incarcerated him
three times, and forced him to pay for his freedom via unlawful bail/bond procedures three times
(plus one year of probation).  During this entire time STATE agents refused to identify
themselves, refused to define the words they used  or the status of the court, refused to respond9

to any demurrers, and refused to follow any semblance of due process (NOTICE and an
Opportunity to be HEARD).

The aggrieved - a mechanic, former vocational instructor - attempts to lead a simple life
unencumbered by debt and contractual obligations.  Several years ago he was approached   by an10

elderly couple, the Dunsfords, who said they were being attacked by the Code Enforcement
division of the CITY FORT LAUDERDALE.  The aggrieved agreed to help in whatever way he
could.  Many ask, “Why get involved with the problems of others ... especially when the STATE
is involved ?”  The answer lies in the following maxims:

1) “Do unto others as you would have them do unto you” Confucious
2) “It is the first responsibility of every citizen to question authority.” Benjamin Franklin
3) “Non nobis solum nati sumus.” Cicero   (Not for ourselves alone are we born)
4) “If you are not part of the solution, you are part of the problem” Eldridge Cleaver 
5) “If I were to remain silent, I'd be guilty of complicity.”  Albert Einstein
6) “A man does what he must - in spite of personal consequences, in spite of obstacles and
dangers and pressures - and that is the basis of all human morality.”  Winston Churchill

The aggrieved also recognizes, and asserts the primacy of the first document stated in the first
volume of the Statutes at Large for the People of the united states of America.  Slightly
paraphrased, it states that the aggrieved, as one of the People of the United States of America,
appealing to the Supreme Judge of the world for the rectitude of his intentions, does solemnly
publish and declare, that he is a Free and Independent living soul, absolved from all Allegiance or
Legal Nexus to the STATE, that all political connection between him and the STATE, is or ought
to be totally dissolved; and that as a Free and Independent living soul, he has the Power to Life,
Liberty, Property, Peace, to form Alliances, to work to establish and maintain a presence in

http://thinkexist.com/quotes/voltaire/
http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/literature/laureates/1964/sartre-bio.html
http://www.ushistory.org/declaration/signers/adams_j.htm
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xt7h4z_the-marmalade-reflections-of-my-life-traducao_music
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/confucius/
http://www.ushistory.org/franklin/info/index.htm
http://www.iep.utm.edu/cicero/
http://www.biography.com/people/eldridge-cleaver-9250523#awesm=~oC4oDxnGTOHYC7
http://einstein.biz/
https://www.winstonchurchill.org/


 “None are more hopelessly enslaved than those who falsely believe they are free.” 11 Goethe

 In the United States of America, the sovereignty resides in the body of the people. Vide Rutherf. Inst.12

282 (Bouvier 1856) Aggrieved’s Declaration of Sovereignty was recorded in book 47041 / page 1186 in the
Broward County official public records as instrument # 109294918. http://205.166.161.12/oncoreV2 or view at:
http://www.docstoc.com/docs/51218203/Declaration-of-Expatriation Upon information and belief, no person or
entity has come forward to dispute this affidavit. An Un-rebutted Affidavit stands as Truth in Commerce.
See Morris v National Cash Register, 44 S.W. 2d 433, which clearly states at point #4 that “ uncontested
allegations in affidavit must be accepted as true.”, and the Federal case of Group v Finletter, 108 F. Supp. 327
which states, “Allegations in affidavit in support of motion must be considered as true in absence of counter-
affidavit.”

 Any document or email mentioned in this Petition will gladly be provided by the aggrieved, upon13

request.  They should be in ‘the record’ but the aggrieved has never been provided with a proper / complete record
to verify same.

 The historian Antonio de Herrera provides an account of Ponce de Leon's 1513 and 1521 exploratory14

trips to Florida, including a mention of a place called "Chequescha," which is likely Tequesta.
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society, and to do all other Acts and Things which Independent Living Souls may, of right, do.

After reaching the age of 55, the aggrieved became aware of the following sad predicament of life
in society today .... “Man is born free, and everywhere he is in chains.”  So said Jean-Jacques
Rousseau around the time of the American Revolution.  My ‘Fight for Freedom’ is nothing new,
of course.  Since 1750 B.C in Babylon when ‘the law’  fit onto a stele 8' high, man has been
enslaved, by, other men ... usually those in ‘government’.  In the earliest known records slavery is
treated as an established institution.  The Code of Hammurabi prescribed death for anyone who
helped a slave to escape or who sheltered a fugitive.  The Bible mentions slavery as an established
institution.  Slavery still exists, but now, thru indoctrination, brainwashing and fear, ‘the People’
just think  they are free.  Slavery is just one form of 11 STATE sponsored terrorism.  Other forms of
terrorism include colonialism, the prison industry, bioterrorism, ecoterrorism, nuclear terrorism,
taxation, forced licensing, ‘code’ enforcement, wiretapping, et. al.  It is important to understand
that political violence by the state is the most organized, and potentially the most far-reaching,
application of terrorist violence. (Gus Martin - Essentials of Terrorism) The aggrieved is but one
man, doing what he can, with the talents blessed upon him by the Creator and his parents, to bring
society closer to the equitable and lawful utopia intended by the Creator, not the present dystopia
engineered by the hidden forces behind the shadow governments of the world.

PARTIES:

Bruce of the family Toski ( appellant, hereinafter the aggrieved).
The aggrieved’s status as a sovereign , one of the posterity of the original colonists, foreign and12

alien to the ‘United States’, free of any legal nexus to the STATE or any of its corporate agents is
undisputed, unrebutted, and recorded on the public record for the People of Broward.   That the13

aggrieved was a male child born onto the land called Chequescha , in 1957, is also undisputed.14

http://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/File:Day_12_Occupy_Wall_Street_September_28_2011_Shankbone_33.JPG
http://www.flheritage.com/archaeology/projects/miamicircle/tour/historicTL.cfm
http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/ancient/hamcode.asp
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Code_of_Hammurabi
http://www.sacred-texts.com/ane/ham/ham05.htm
http://www.sacred-texts.com/ane/ham/ham05.htm
http://www.britannica.com/blackhistory/article-24156
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/State_terrorism
http://www.academia.edu/1528059/Slavery_and_Colonialism_The_Worst_Terrorism_on_Africa
http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-prison-industry-in-the-united-states-big-business-or-a-new-form-of-slavery/8289
http://terrorism.about.com/od/whatisterroris1/tp/bioterrorism.htm
http://terrorism.about.com/od/e/g/Ecoterrorism.htm
http://terrorism.about.com/od/n/a/NuclearTerror.htm
http://www.dailypaul.com/30395/where-is-it-stated-that-irs-is-private-company
http://web.archive.org/web/20010221144001/http:/user.icx.net/~drherb/licensing.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/mike-shammas/too-often-american-justic_b_4686600.html
http://www.sagepub.com/upm-data/18627_Chapter_4.pdf


 The legal right to set judicial machinery into motion (West’s Legal Dictionary 1986).  A movant must15

demonstrate an injury that is actual, distinct, palpable and concrete.  See Allen v. Wright - 468 U.S. 737 (1984)
750-751, 756

 The right and power which a government officer has in the exercise of a public function to compel16

obedience to his lawful commands. (Bouvier 1856)

 A power constitutionally conferred upon a judge or magistrate, to take cognizance of, and decide causes17

according to law, and to carry his sentence into execution. (Bouvier 1856)

 Civil Codes, Statutes and Rules mentioned in the Petition herein are binding on the STATE and its18

agents.  They are not binding on living souls who are sovereign vis a vis the STATE.
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STATE of FLORIDA (appellee)
Agents for the STATE include, but are not limited, to the following:
* Jorge Maura - initial arresting police officer CITY FORT LAUDERDALE
* Michael Maloney - Code Director for the CITY FORT LAUDERDALE
* Deborah Hernandez - assistant to code director Michael Maloney
* Harry Stewart - former attorney for CITY FORT LAUDERDALE
* Ginger Wald - assistant attorney for CITY FORT LAUDERDALE
* Michael J. Satz - STATE attorney for BROWARD
* Len M. Swadlow - assistant state attorney 17  Judicial Circuitth

* Joshua Higgins - former assistant state attorney 17  Judicial Circuitth

* Deborah Koenig - assistant state attorney 17  Judicial Circuitth

* Charlie Christ and Rick Scott - governors for FLORIDA
* Bill McCollum and Pam Bondi - attorney generals for FLORIDA
* former Sheriff Lamberti and current Sheriff Israel for BROWARD
* Howard C. Forman - Clerk of the Court 17  Judicial Circuitth

* Victor Tobin and Peter Weinstein - chief ‘judges’ in Broward
* Stacy Ross, Olga Levine, John Hurley, and Jeffrey Levenson - ‘judges’ in Broward

ARGUMENTS in support of DISCHARGE of the STATE’s informations

1. STATE agents lacked standing , authority  and jurisdiction  to prosecute the aggrieved15 16 17

in a criminal or civil action.  By their silence, STATE agents admitted that there is no legal nexus
between the STATE and the aggrieved, and further that there is no true injured party or property. 
The STATE is estopped from doing so, now, four years after they arrested the aggrieved.

2. The STATE failed to file timely charges as specified in their own statutes.

3. The STATE’s failure to follow basic tenets of Due Process bars their claims in perpetuity.
The STATE’s absolute failure to respond to lawfully submitted defensive demurrers constitutes
dishonor.  After NOTICE of DISHONOR  the STATE defaulted, and was thus barred / estopped
from pursuing their ‘informations’ commercial invoices / claims any further.

4. The STATE - by dragging out its vindictive administrative actions for over four years -
violated the Creator’s natural laws, international law, common law, and their own speedy trial
Rule 3.191 .18

https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/468/737/case.html
http://wordinfo.info/unit/2079/ip:1/il:T
http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Notice+of+dishonor


 This is by no means complete.  In the four plus years that the aggrieved has been terrorized by STATE19

agents, numerous other incidents, documents and emails have been transpired.  To list them all will take about two
years of work, part-time, at my computer.

  With their permission, at their request, they asked for the aggrieved’s help.20

 Fight Against Code Enforcement OFFices21

 A videographer for the Sun Sentinel was there as well.  He recorded the aggrieved’s arrest but the Sun22

Sentinel corporation has denied all of the aggrieved’s request for production of the video that they took that day.

 No Court Order was produced that day, whatsoever, even after the aggrieved’s arrest and incarceration.23

 Aggrieved’s demand to see a magistrate immediately was ignored by all STATE actors.  This is a direct24

violation of Florida Statute 901.06 (1941). (no jurisdiction conferred by aggrieved’s mention of any statute or code,
which, upon information and belief, is often said to be ‘trademarked’ by the BAR association.)

5

SUMMARY OF DISPOSITIVE EVENTS / DOCUMENTS 19

01-25-2010:  The aggrieved was standing on the private property of an elderly couple  (the20

Dunsfords), whose property was being bulldozed by various agents of the CITY of FORT
LAUDERDALE ... for alleged municipal code violations.  The Dunsfords, the aggrieved, and
several members of FACEOFF  were demanding production of a lawful, signed, court order21

before STATE agents trespassed on the Dunsfords’ property.  This demand was ignored and
STATE agents began to trespass.  The STATE waited for FACEOFF’s videographer  to wander22

off down the street, then dispatched Deborah Hernandez - the secretary to the Director of the
Code Dept - toward the aggrieved.  The aggrieved advised her that she was trespassing and asked
to see a court order  allowing her to trespass.  She refused, walked around the aggrieved and23

continued her trespass.  Within seconds the aggrieved was handcuffed by Officer Maura.   Officer24

Maura never informed the aggrieved of the reason for the arrest and never read him his Miranda
rights.   The aggrieved was not served with a written charging instrument.  However, after the
arrest an entry was made on the computers for the clerk of the court for BROWARD, alleging
that the aggrieved violated STATE statute 843.02 [‘attempting’ to interfere with a police officer,
without violence].

03-25-2010: The aggrieved appeared specially before Judge Stacy Ross.  When his name was
called the aggrieved did not cross the bar, listened to the charge, and said he could not enter a
plea until the ‘judge’ and the charging agents properly identified themselves.  Judge Ross forced
the aggrieved to sit back down and wait over an hour while she cleared the courtroom.  Judge
Ross implied that the aggrieved was ‘non compos mentis’ but never proved same.  Both the
STATE agents and Judge Ross refused to answer any questions about standing, authority or
jurisdiction.  The aggrieved was not given a copy of the ‘information’, until he demanded to see
same.  Judge Ross entered a plea for the aggrieved without his consent. 



 Florida Statute 50.01 (1949) specifically allows for criminal defendants to waive an appearance and25

appear by written prayers, or affidavit.

 This Notice of Abatement document is located at:26

http://www.docstoc.com/docs/51217311/Notice-of-Abatement
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04-09-2010: The aggrieved served his first written NOTICE on Judge Stacy Ross, advising her,
“This notice is my timely and specific objection to the presumptions upon which a false conclusion
of law has been made administratively with regard to my status before this court.” et. al.  Judge
Ross  never responded.

04-16-2010: The aggrieved made another special appearance in Judge Ross's court.  The
aggrieved submitted a sixteen (16) page demurrer which contested jurisdiction, standing and
authority.  STATE agents refused to respond in writing.  Judge Ross summarily dismissed all of
the aggrieved’s demurrers, without any rationale or explanation.

05-07-2010: Judge Ross’s 3  hearing schedule date.  The aggrieved was unable to attendrd

physically as he needed to take his mom to the Mt. Sinai hospital for extensive heart tests.  On 05-
06-3020, the aggrieved sent an email to the e-clerk, Iris Siple, Howard Forman, and Vanessa
Steinerts, giving them all Notice that the aggrieved would NOT be able to attend the hearing25

scheduled the next day.  Despite receiving this notice, a clerk of the court signed off on a capias
asserting that the aggrieved did not attend the hearing, and a vicious arrest ensued.
 
05-25-2010: Bill McCollum - attorney general for the STATE of FLORIDA - was served via U.S.
Postal Service certified mail, with the aggrieved's twenty six (26) page NOTICE OF
ABATEMENT .   The STATE never responded.26

08-23-2010: The aggrieved repudiated, ab initio,  his  ‘voter registration'.  (Accepted, without
argument or rebuttal, by Brenda C. Snipes - Supervisor of Elections for Broward.

08-28-2010:  The aggrieved submitted a "NOTICE OF DEFAULT" via first class mail to Stacy
Ross in response to the STATE’s failure to respond to the NOTICE of ABATEMENT.  (No
reply from Ross)

09-29-2010: The aggrieved served a Writ of Mandamus on former Chief Judge Victor Tobin. 
Chief Judge Tobin never responded.

04-14-2011: The aggrieved submitted a notarized affidavit to the U.S. DEPARTMENT of
STATE.   The U.S. STATE department issued a USA passport to the aggrieved.  They did NOT
rebut any of the declarations stated in the aggrieved’s affidavit. ( the main one being that the
aggrieved is not, and never was a ‘U.S. citizen’ per the 14  amendment.th

06-19-2011: The aggrieved asked the U.S. DEPARTMENT of STATE to verify the aggrieved's
legal status and whether any NCIC codes are attached to said status.  The STATE DEPT refused



 This lawful Notice of Default was recorded by the Recorder for Broward on 08-01-2012 as CFN #27

110916479.
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to answer these simple inquiries, even after an appeal.

10-05-2011: The aggrieved emailed Harry Stewart and requested access to any and all records
retained by the STATE on the aggrieved.  Mr. Stewart refused to comply.

10-12-2010: The aggrieved emailed Mr. James Futch of the FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF
LAW ENFORCEMENT, with a request to do a presentment to the local county grand jury. Mr.
Futch told the aggrieved that he was NOT allowed to speak with the grand jury and that if he, the
aggrieved attempted to do so, he (the aggrieved) would be arrested.

01-25-2012:  4th Constructive Notice certified mail to Judge Ross (no reply)

02-27-2012:  NOTICE of RES JUDICATA  served on Administrators Stacey Ross and Olga27

Levine (cc to Clerk Court).  This NOTICE asserted that the STATE issued bail / bond / fines,
unto which the aggrieved was forced, under duress, to accept.  Further, that duress negates any
‘consent' which they, as administrators, may have assumed or interpreted to take place.  Further,
that the charges / information which listed BRUCE TOSKI as a defendant, were invalidated upon
failure of the STATE and / or its agents to respond to affidavits.  The aggrieved requested a 
response of notice of closure of the matter within 7 days, stating further that, “Should an answer
not be received is as much it will be concluded that the court has relinquished its claim and
concluded the contract has been excused, ab initio.”  No response was received from the STATE.

03-09-2012: The aggrieved served a NOTICE on Sheriff Lamberti.  Attached was the Quo
Warranto Notice of Default against Howard Forman. The NOTICE said:

“You are my last stop before I proceed to the local grand jury with a presentment.  
I pray, that, as the Sheriff for the people of Broward County, you will take action to
correct the following unlawful machinations in your jurisdiction.
 
The attached file is a Quo Warranto Notice of Default served on Howard Foreman on
Feb. 28, 2012.  
I have received NO response to my lawful pleadings and notices.  
No response from:
a) The City agents who arrested me.
b) The agents for the State of Florida.
c) Judge Stacey Ross who is presiding over the state's assigned case number.
d) Chief Judge Victor Tobin (resigned after being served)
e) Clerk of the Court Howard Foreman
It appears that the rumor is true.... that the government is operating under martial law rule
in response to a 'state of emergency' declared by our Governor and the President, among
others. 



 The aggrieved served a notarized affidavit on Sheriff Lamberti detailing the incident as described. 28

Nobody from the four man fugitive squad ever responded, thus the incident as detailed by the aggrieved, must be
accepted as uncontested.

 Upon information and belief the aggrieved’s letter never actually reached anyone on the grand jury, and29

was, instead, intercepted by an unknown employee of Satz’s office.
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Would you be kind enough to confirm ?”
The aggrieved received a perplexed response via email, so the following clarification went
out:
“1) Please confirm that the govt is operating under martial law rule (a state of emergency)
This is the only 'legal' scenario which would explain why agents, judges and clerks are
NOT acting according to the Oaths of Office they took, to uphold the Constitution for the
united states of America.  If the govt is still de jure (not de facto), then the Sheriff has a
duty to arrest any and all involved for failing to act according to their Oaths, i.e. they are
perpetrating a fraud upon the inhabitants of Broward County ... by extorting money from
inhabitants under color of law).

* Sheriff Lamberti never responded, the aggrieved was prevented from speaking with the grand
jury and his complaint to internal affairs was ignored.

05-30-2012: A fugitive squad ( 4 men from Operation Falcon) arrived at the aggrieved’s private
home at 7:30AM in an unmarked van with a Michigan license plate.  They had no ID, they refused
to produce any identification, they refused to produce a warrant, they ignored NO
TRESPASSING signs, broke both gates to the back yard, they lied to try and gain entry, they
ripped the rear door to the home open, they hit the aggrieved in the jugular, knocked the camera
in his hand to the floor, punched him in the back 5 times, kicked his legs out, smashed both sides
of his face into the tile kitchen floor, pointed a gun at the aggrieved’s wife and ordered her to
‘shut up, go around the corner and sit down until we are finished.’   The squad then stripped the28

aggrieved, kidnaped him and incarcerated him.  No criminal charge was ever served on the
aggrieved.  The aggrieved was forced to pay a $2,000.00 bail to gain his freedom.  The aggrieved
demanded to be taken to the hospital during processing at the jail.  Jail personnel refused to do so. 
The aggrieved documented bruises on both sides of his face, an injured hand, bruised knees, and a
visible boot impression on his back (have a doctor report).  This all happened, by the way, one
day after the aggrieved sent a respectful fax to Peter Weinstein who just replaced Tobin as ‘chief
judge’.  Upon information and belief Mr. Weinstein dispatched this fugitive squad, but because
BSO ( the Broward Sheriff’s Office)  and the Clerk’s office refuse to produce phone calls and
email data, the aggrieved can not prove same at the present time.

06-02-2012: Notice of Trespass served on Sheriff Lamberti, in re. The fugitive squad at my home
06-07-2012:  BSO refused to provide photo ID of the four man fugitive squad
06-15-2012:  Writ of Praecipe - Notice of Default served on BSO and their insurance company
06-26-2012:  Notice of Default served on BSO and their insurance company

07-07-2012: Presentment mailed to local county grand jury. (No action ever taken)29

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_FALCON


 The STATE is also guilty of forum / judge shopping inasmuch as they used three (3) different judges to30

crucify the aggrieved.  None were properly appointed or certified.  With Levenson the STATE finally found a
felony judge (the original charges were both misdemeanors) willing to ‘handle’ the aggrieved, and treat him as a
terrorist, ... a paper terrorist.

 Appearing by written demurrer was ‘legal’ per FL Stature 50.01 (1949)31

 It is of course, profound how the STATE is quick to jump at the chance to arrest People w/o any lawful32

cause, but when it come time for release, the process inevitably takes ½ day !
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07-13-2012: Notice of Default served via email to Ross, Bondi, Satz, Lamberti, and Forman

07-17-2012:  Demand for Certification emailed to Pam Bondi ; “I hereby challenge the
constitutionality of the criminal / civil charges pending against me and demand certification
thereof.”   Added Notice that the aggrieved was not a U.S. citizen, does not have an SS #, and
has not knowingly entered into any contracts with any government agents or agencies.

07-18-2012: Question via email to Lamberti: ‘Is a home invasion justified based simply on the
existence of a capias, when there is no threat to the community ?’ (No response)

07-26-2012: Judge Olga Levine  scheduled arraignment.  Aggrieved appeared by written30

demurrer.   Clerk ignores the demurrer and signs a Capias for the aggrieved’s arrest.31

08-01-2012: Notice of Default recorded (in Broward) against Ross, Bondi, Lamberti, Forman,
Stewart, and Wald.  (CFN # 110916479 - recorder for Broward)

03-17-2013:  FORT LAUDERDALE police trespass with no warrant and arrest me for a ‘capias’. 
Female officer laughed when I demanded that she take me straight to a magistrate.
Next day brought to CCTV hearing with Hurley who never even allowed me to speak and set
bond at 4,000.00 !!!
03-21-2013:  Dragged in front of Levine, shackled, handcuffed.  Levine admitted that her court
was nothing more than a statute staple hearing, and asked me if I wanted to file a writ of Habeas
Corpus.  I said yes and was sent back to Conte prison.  Case Summary memo says I Pled Not
Guilty - Jury  (this is a total lie, as the aggrieved NEVER entered a ‘plea’)
03-22-2013: Dragged in front of Levine again, shackled, handcuffed.  Aggrieved submitted a
14pg hand written Writ Habeas Corpus.  She denied w/o any justification.  Handed me Notice of
Calendar Call, with  illegible date in May (not signed and year was left out !)  Case Summary says
I made a MOTION for ROR, denied aggrieved’s demand to eliminate bail.
03-24-2013: Bail payment finally clears, released from Conte, walked home.32

03-28-2013:  NOTICE OF NOLLE PROSEQUI, DISHONOR AND DEFAULT, DEMAND for
ACQUITTAL (delivered in person) 13 pages.  Asserted that the Informations / charges were
void, res judicata, alternatively demanded trial by jury of my peers.  Contested Levine’s Notice as
being defective, and Informations as defective.  Asserted that duress rendered bail bonds null and
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void.  Fee schedule reiterated.  Appointed Judge Levine as trustee to setoff, excuse and close
these accounts in accordance with UCC 2.615.  Demanded Speedy Trial.

04-23-2013:  Declaration of Wrongs (lawsuit) served on Levine and Higgins.  Five copies  sent
via certified mail, on April 23rd, 2013 to Forman.  (Forman ignores all, refuses to assign case #)

05-03-2013:  Notice & Request for Admissions to Pam Bondi via first class mail, six pages. 
(Never received a reply)

05-22-2013: Weinstein appointed Levenson to case (3  different ‘judge’).  Reason given B.S.rd

05-31-2013:  Writ of Mandamus to FLORIDA Supreme Court.  Stated that Weinstein notice was
defective i.e., only one day notice, since mailed on the 28 .  Court refused to act.th

06-03-2013: Jeffrey Levenson orders me cuffed, before I even finish my first sentence and before
I even cross the bar.  After ½ hour he finally uncuffs me.  Higgins admitted to receiving over forty
documents and answering none of them.  I served Levenson with a proper Oath of Office and a
Public Servant Questionnaire.  He refused to sign the Oath and never answered the Questionnaire. 
Filed Writ of Mandamus to Nullify Weinstein’s Unlawful Order,  Application for Permanent
Restraining Order against the STATE (3 pgs) (no response).    If informations not dismissed trial
requested within 10 days.

06-06-2013:  Aggrieved demands an Order Nunc Pro Tunc invalidating States claims from day
one. Demands payment of costs if the STATE insists on continuing with their efforts to extort the
Aggrieved under color of law, the Aggrieved demands
a) to review the court file for completeness and accuracy
b) to review the transcripts of all hearings for completeness and accuracy
c) all of Aggrieved's submissions be responded to, in writing.
Also asserted that Levenson's Order was defective and that Bail Bond contracts were null / void.
Submitted Demand for Payment and Demand for Recusal.  Advised that fees for attendance at the
June 3rd, 2013 hearing were:  $500,000.00 for the ~ ½ hour unlawful arrest.  Jointly liable are
Mr. Levenson, Mr. Higgins and the two un-named bailiffs.  $600.00 for 6 hours attendance at the
hearing, getting there, attending, then getting home.  $400.00 for 4 hours to draft the document
handed to Levenson.in court.  (Denied w/o any rationale) Demand for Recusal denied four days
later without any lawful rationale, by Levenson ... of course.

06-11-2013: In front of Levenson again.  Served him with an ADMINISTRATIVE NOTICE in
the NATURE of a WRIT OF ERROR CORAM NOBIS and DEMAND FOR DISMISSAL. 
Asserted that the uncontested status of Levenson’s court - as a foreign STATE - defined under
the FOREIGN SOVEREIGN IMMUNITIES ACT of 1976 (90 Stat. 2891) is prima facie
evidence that this court is a de-facto, not de-jure entity. Accordingly, this court's authority and
jurisdiction are challenged and full disclosure is demanded.

06-13-2013: Served Forman with Demand for Presentment ... Aggrieved demands that the person
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entitled to enforce the informations for the STATE:
i) produce for the Aggrieved certified copies of the "presentments" which demand payments for
the instruments (informations) heretofore mentioned, (10-01730MM10A and 12-11268MM10A)
(ii) identification and, if presentment is made on behalf of another person, reasonable evidence of
authority to do so, and (iii) sign a receipt on the instrument for any payment made or surrender
the instrument if full payment is made. (No response by anyone)
Concurrently the aggrieved made an Offer to Pay ... the aggrieved demanded that the person
entitled to enforce the informations for the STATE:
i) accept an attached silver dime as an initial down-payment for invoices 10-01730MM10A and
12-11268MM10A.
(ii) sign a receipt on the instrument for any payment made or surrender the instrument if full
payment is made.  (No response by anyone again)

06-18-2013: Ordered to appear for trial, none held, no apology received from anyone.  Took the
opportunity to serve Levenson with a Notice of Default .... Wherefore, by operation of Natural
Law and various principles of common law and the STATE's own regulations, the STATE's
aforementioned claims are rendered null and void. The STATE was barred and estopped from
asserting their claims any further. Joshua Higgins, Howard Forman, Stacy Ross, Olga Levine,
Jeffrey Levenson, Al Lamberti and other STATE actors have dishonored the aggrieved, defaulted
on his claims and invoices, and are barred, in perpetuity, from attacking the aggrieved any further,
unless they swear out notarized affidavits stating a claim of injury or damage to property owned
by them.  (No response from anyone)

06-25-2013: Ordered to appear by Levenson again.  Levenson admonished the aggrieved, that he,
the aggrieved, would NOT be allowed benefit of any type of counsel whatsoever at his defense
table, at trial, unless counsel was a lawyer or a public defender.  The aggrieved was also advised
that the STATE will be allowed to hold separate trials, out of sequence.  In other words, the
STATE - because the witnesses for the first obstruction charge were not available (they do not
work for the CITY anymore - forced the aggrieved to trial (w/o counsel) on the 2  obstructionnd

charge first, inasmuch as two of the COUNTY’s agents from the fugitive squad (FALCON) still
work for BSO. (Two did not appear for trial).  Aggrieved served Levenson with a four page
‘Notice and Instructions to the Court’; asserting that the STATE claims are null and void, and res
judicata.  Court Instructions covered twenty different areas regarding trial that aggrieved was
being forced into.

06-27-2013: Notice and Appeal to Governor Scott ... ‘It is with great sadness that I communicate
with you this morning about the criminal state of affairs currently being perpetuated by various
STATE actors under your stewardship.’  (Governor Scott refused to do anything.)

07-29-2013: 2  Notice and Appeal to Governor Scott, this time four pages.  Aggrieved reported nd

criminal activity by STATE agents, asserted that STATE claims were null and void, res-judicata
and estopped, that failure to respond within 3 days constitutes acceptance.   Notice of Fee
schedule.
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08-13-2013:  WRIT FOR ASSIZE OF DISSEISIN ... directing Clerk Court to dismiss invoices or 
assemble twelve People who were peers (not ‘U.S. citizens’) of the aggrieved and who are from
the aggrieved's vicinage. (Emails acknowledged but no action taken by Forman).  The next day
Levenson signed an ‘Order Estreating Bond’, asserting that the aggrieved miss a hearing that day. 
In an attempt to clear this up, the aggrieved served several Notices on Forman, Satz an Israel but
all were ignored.  The aggrieved was forced to hire his bail bondsman at the cost of $100.00 to
remedy this failure of Levenson to give the aggrieved proper notice for said hearing.  On 08-28-
2013 Levenson admitted NOT giving any written notice to the aggrieved, revoked the Bond
Estreatures, but never apologized for his actions.

08-15-2013:  INFORMATION IN THE NATURE OF A QUO WARRANTO served on Forman
and Israel ... ‘You are hereby requested to appear in room 6870, at 8:30am, on 08-26-2013 to
give sworn testimony. You will be asked, under Oath, what authority, or warrant allowed / allows
you to usurp all the natural and common law unalienable rights of the aggrieved, surrounding the
matters of the commercial invoices advanced by the STATE of FLORIDA and Mr. Joshua
Higgins. (Forman and Israel never responded and never appeared for trial)

08-30-2013:  NOTICE of EXPIRATION of TIME to TRIAL and suggested ORDER personally 
served on Levenson, Satz and Forman.  (No response)

09-02-2013: Request to Forman and Rieman for dvd copy of first encounter with Levenson.
(Never received the DVD).  Discovery request also made to Israel and his attorney.  None of
these requests were satisfied prior to, or after, trial.

09-03-2013: Forced to trial on the BSO fugitive squad home invasion ‘obstruction’ charge.
Levenson refused my request to have my co-counsel sit with me at the defense table.  Levenson
brought in a juror pool, all of who admitted they held qualifications which made them peers of the
STATE, not of the aggrieved.  When the aggrieved attempted to present his defense to this jury,
Levenson ordered them into the ante-chamber, ordered the bailiff to cuff the aggrieved behind his
back and then admonished the aggrieved, “You are not going to talk about those things in front of
the jury, do you UNDERstand ?”  The aggrieved objected on the record to this restriction of his
ability to present a defense.  Levenson ruled that several photos could not be shown to this jury
(pics of the aggrieved and his wife and a picture of the destroyed door jam where the fugitive
squad forced the door open).  The aggrieved did not ask his wife to testify, inasmuch as she was
very scared of the police STATE and its agents (She is a small girl from Japan).  The jury
adjourned for a decision.  They had one question but the aggrieved was NOT allowed to respond
to it.  This jury of the STATE’s peers found the aggrieved guilty of ‘obstruction’ for refusing to
open his door at his private home, to four armed men who:
a) admitted that they arrived in an unmarked van with a Michigan license plate
b) admitted that they never showed any identification
c) admitted that they lied to try and gain entrance
d) admitted that the broke both gates to gain entry to the back yard
e) admitted that they all handguns drawn and aimed at the aggrieved and his wife
f) admitted that there were several No Trespassing signs posted on the property



 An ACT, which according to my bondsman, is, unprecedented.33

 Persons forced to contract under duress are not free to exercise their will.  Said agreements are not34

binding (Bouvier 1856)
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g) admitted that they did not have, and never produced a warrant
h) admitted they forced the rear door open to gain entrance
i) admitted to beating up the 56 yr old aggrieved despite any provocation.
j) admitted to knocking the aggrieved’s video camera out of his hand
k) admitted to finding nothing in the aggrieved’s home except a lot of books.
l) admitted to pointing a gun at the aggrieved’s wife and ordering her to go around the corner, sit
down and shut-up until they were ‘done’.
m) admitted to stripping the aggrieved of his possessions, taking him to jail out the back of the
home, booking him w/o ever taking him first to see a magistrate, and never charging him with any
crime, in writing.
Levenson incarcerated the aggrieved immediately after the jury left the room.  Levenson sent the
aggrieved to Conte prison for 10 days, NO BOND .33

09-13-2013: Levenson held a sentencing hearing.  Levenson kept the aggrieved in shackles,
chained and cuffed.  Levenson refused to allow the aggrieved to speak with his father, his wife,
his co-counsel or his bail bondsman in private.  Levenson spent about 15 minutes attempting to
convince the aggrieved to hire an attorney for the next trial (3 days away).  Levenson never asked
anyone present about the aggrieved’s character or any other factor that would be heard in a
normal sentencing hearing.  Levenson sentenced the aggrieved to one year in jail, the maximum
sentence for this non-violent misdemeanor.  His only justification for this extreme sentence was
pronounced in open court when he expressed frustration at the aggrieved refusing to go by HIS
RULES.

09-16-2013: Levenson holds the second trial (first arrest charge in 2010).  Nobody appeared to
help the aggrieved because someone at the STATE hacked into the computer and made it appear
that the trial was canceled.  Despite this obvious unlawful orchestration, Levenson said he was
going ahead with the trial.  The aggrieved was forced, under duress  and force of arms, to sign a34

‘plea bargain’ in order to gain his freedom.  Levenson converted the previously ordered one year
jail time to probation.  The aggrieved is now making $50 per month ‘tribute / freedom’ payments.

10-10-2013: The aggrieved personally filed a Notice of Appeal with the BROWARD Clerk.  The
Broward Clerk never advised the aggrieved of the assignation of a case number.

03-22-2014: The aggrieved received an unsigned ORDER (mailed 03-19) stating that case
number 13-84C10A had been assigned in response to the aggrieved’s Notice filed 5 months
earlier.  Although no signature was present on this Order, a stamp was present indicating that the
Order was issued on 03-04.  The aggrieved was only given 30 days from that date, to respond.

04-01-2014: The aggrieved served his Petition for Certiorari on the STATE and Judge Rothschild

http://digitalcommons.law.yale.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1545&context=fss_papers


 FLORIDA was a state allegedly admitted to the U.S.A. in 1845.  The original constitution for Florida,35

signed in 1838 has never been found. Please note that the title (on a secretary’s copy) says “A Constitution for the
People of Florida“ In 1845 the population was 140,000.  Almost half (60,000) were slaves !  In 1861 Florida
seceded from the U.S.A. Union.  The Civil War ensued, and Florida officially surrendered on April 26, 1865. On
March 2, 1867, Congress passed the first Reconstruction Act over President Johnson's veto. The Act stated that "no
legal State governments . . . exist in the rebel States," and divided the South, into military districts. (14 Stat. 428)
The Act required each state to form new constitutions, to be approved by Congress, and to ratify the Fourteenth
Amendment. (id) See also “THE 14TH AMENDMENT - EQUAL PROTECTION LAW OR TOOL OF
USURPATION” (Congressional Record 1967)  Since that time Florida has been nothing more than a territory of
the U.S. corporation pursuant to Clause 2, Article 4 of the U.S. Constitution.  Compare the Civil War case of
McCardle, to the case at bar, to see that civilians have been subjected to unlawful military-like tribunals for over
150 years.  William McCardle was a newspaper publisher who published some "incendiary" articles which
advocated opposition to the Reconstruction laws enacted by the Republican Congress.  He was jailed by a military
commander under the Military Reconstruction Act of 1867, a law passed by the United States Congress.  
McCardle invoked habeas corpus in the Circuit Court of the Southern District of Mississippi. The judge sent him
back into custody, finding the military actions legal under Congress's law.  McCardle appealed to the Supreme
Court under the Habeas Corpus Act of 1867, which granted appellate jurisdiction to the Supreme Court to review
denial of habeas petitions. After the case was argued but before an opinion was delivered, Congress suspended the
Supreme Court's jurisdiction over the case, exercising the powers granted to Congress under Article III, section 2
of the Constitution. [see Justice Robert Cooper Grier’s dissenting opinion of ex parte William H. McCardle (7
Wall. 506-515)].  In President Andrew Johnson's Veto message on the Reconstruction Act of March 2, 1867 he
pointed out these unconstitutionality's: “If ever the American citizen should be left to the free exercise of his own
judgment, it is when he is engaged in the work of forming the fundamental law under which he is to live. That
work is his work, and it cannot be properly taken out of his hands. All this legislation proceeds upon the contrary
Assumption that the people of these States shall have no constitution, except such as may be arbitrarily dictated by
Congress, and formed under the restraint of military rule. A plain statement of facts makes this evident”  Upon
information and belief, Florida was never properly readmitted to the Union and thus, is, legally, Federal U.S.
Territory, to this day.  All court rooms now display an Executive / Federal / Army ‘yellow fringed’ flag which
denotes that the People of Florida are under Martial Law Rule.  A review of the oral and written records of the past
four years will show that every time the STATE was confronted with this ‘state of emergency’ doctrine, they fell
silent and never refuted that, in fact, they were operating under martial law rule.  Res Ipsa.

 If a signed Oath is produced, they are invariably fraudulent, in that they take an oath to protect the36

“United States” debt collector corporation in the District of Columbia and its non existent Constitution. [ for the
definition see 28 U.S.C. § 3002 (15)(A) ]
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04-15-2014: The aggrieved received an unsigned ORDER DENYING PETITION FOR CERT

MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF REVERSAL AND DISCHARGE

1) Lack of Legal Nexus equates to Lack of Standing, Authority and Jurisdiction

STATE  agents have, since their first encounters with the aggrieved, refused to properly identify35

themselves.  Every single man / woman listed above, as a STATE agent / party, has refused to
produce a lawful Oath  and Bond as required by law.  When four armed men (ostensibly from the36

http://www.wdl.org/en/item/3937/
http://www.wdl.org/en/item/3937/zoom/
http://www.wdl.org/en/item/3937/zoom/
http://fcit.usf.edu/florida/lessons/cvl_war/cvl_war1.pdf
http://www.constitutionalconcepts.org/rarick.pdf
http://www.supremecourthistory.org/history-of-the-court/associate-justices/robert-grier-1846-1870/
http://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/74/506/case.html
http://www.constitutionalconcepts.org/rarick.pdf
http://www.constitutionalconcepts.org/rarick.pdf
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/28/3002
http://caselaw.lp.findlaw.com/scripts/ts_search.pl?title=28&sec=3002
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Operation Falcon Fugitive Squad) arrived early in the morning of May 30, 2012 at the aggrieved’s
private home, broke perimeter gates, and then ordered the aggrieved to open the doors to his
private home, the four men did not exhibit any identification on their black uniforms, refused to
show any ID, and refused to produce any paperwork ... i.e., a lawful warrant.  Terrence Lynch -
attorney for BSO - asserted on June 7, 2012 that, pursuant to Florida Statute, he did not have to
identify the four armed men who - on May 30 , 2012 - broke into the aggrieved’s home, batteredth

the aggrieved and assaulted his wife !

It is simple to show that the STATE actions were / are unlawful.
* STATE actors attacked the aggrieved.
* The aggrieved had a right to defend himself, physically and legally.  (He chose to restrict his
defenses to the filing of written affidavits and demurrers inasmuch as his wife did not deserve to
die in a fruitless gun battle)
* The STATE - as the initial, attacking party - had a duty to respond to the written affidavits and
demurrers.
* The STATE failed to do so.
* The STATE therefore dishonored the aggrieved, and defaulted.
* After Default they were barred / estopped from pursuing their ‘informations’ any further.

The Constitution of 1838 for the People of Florida states:
* in Article 1 that all freemen are equal; that all men have certain and indefeasible rights, i.e.,
enjoying and defending life and liberty, or acquiring, possessing and protecting property and
reputation, and the pursuit of happiness; that all political power is inherent in the people, and all
free governments are founded on their authority, and established for their benefit; and, therefore,
they have, at all times, an inalienable and indefeasible right to alter or abolish their form of
government, in such manner as they may deem expedient; that all men have a natural and
inalienable right to worship Almighty God according to the dictates of their own conscience; that
every citizen may freely speak, write, and publish his sentiments on all subjects, being responsible
for the abuse of that liberty; and no law shall ever be passed to curtail, abridge, or restrain the
liberty of speech or of the press; that the people shall be secure in their persons, houses, papers,
and possessions from unreasonable seizures and searches; and that no warrant to search any place,
or to seize any person or thing, shall issue without describing the place to be searched, and the
person or thing to be seized, as nearly as may be, nor without probable cause, supported by oath
or affirmation; that no freeman shall be taken, imprisoned, or disseized of his freehold, liberties, or
outlawed or exiled, or in any manner destroyed or deprived of his life, liberty, or property, but by
the law of the land; that all Courts shall be open, and every person, for an injury done him, in his
lands, goods, person, or reputation, shall have remedy by due course of law; and right and justice
administered without sale, denial, or delay; that in all criminal prosecutions, the accused hath a
right to be heard by himself or counsel, or both; to demand the nature and cause of the accusation;
to be confronted with the witnesses against him; to have compulsory process for obtaining
witnesses in his favor; and in all prosecutions by indictment or presentment a speedy and public
trial, by an impartial jury of the County or District, where the offense was committed; and shall
not be compelled to give evidence against himself; that all persons shall be bailable, by sufficient
securities, unless in capital offenses, where the proof is evident, or the presumption is strong; and



 All of the Aggrieved’s filings, prayers, motions, affidavits are hereby incorporated and reasserted in this37

appeal / prayer for discharge.

 While the aggrieved was incarcerated, STATE agents refused to supply him with a pencil and paper or38

access to the law library in order for him to prepare a writ of habeas corpus.  The aggrieved’s wife was not even
allowed to hand her husband a piece of paper during her ‘once a week’ visit.  The aggrieved was also denied access
to his counsel and any of the materials he had prepared, at home, for his trials.
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the privilege of habeas corpus shall not be suspended, unless when, in case of rebellion or
invasion, the public safety may require it; that excessive bail shall in no case be required; nor shall
excessive fines be imposed; nor shall cruel or unusual punishments be inflicted; that no person
shall be put to answer any criminal charge, but by presentment, indictment or impeachment; that
no conviction shall work corruption of blood, or forfeiture of estate; that no law impairing the
obligation of contracts shall ever be passed; that the people have a right, in a peaceable manner, to
assemble together to consult for the common good; and to apply to those invested with the
powers of government, for redress of grievances, or other proper purposes, by petition, address,
or remonstrance; the right to bear arms; that no soldier in time of peace, shall be quartered in any
house without the consent of the owner; nor in time of war but in a manner prescribed by law;
that monopolies are contrary to the genius of a free State, and ought not to be allowed; that
frequent recurrence to fundamental principles, is absolutely necessary to preserve the blessings of
liberty; and finally that to guard against transgressions upon the rights of the people, we declare
that every thing in this article is excepted out of the general powers of government, and shall
forever remain inviolate; and that all laws contrary thereto, or to the following provisions, shall be
void.

In Article 8, Section 7 of the 1885 Constitution for the People of Florida it states that all county
officers ... shall, before entering upon the duties of their respective offices, be commissioned by
the Governor; but no such commission shall issue to any such officer until he shall have filed with
the Secretary of State a good and sufficient bond in such sum and upon such conditions as the
Legislature shall by law prescribe, approved by the County Commissioners of the county in which
such officer resides, and by the Comptroller...  If any person elected or appointed to any county
office shall fail to give bond and qualify within sixty days after his election, the said office shall
become vacant. 

Since January of 2010, the aggrieved has filed over forty demurrers / affirmations with the
STATE.   The STATE admitted receiving them.  The STATE admitted failure to respond in a37

lawful fashion to any of them.  Subsequently, instead of honoring their fiduciary duty to the
aggrieved - by dismissing, with prejudice, the STATE’s claims - various chancellors
(administrative agents posing as judges), in a conspiratorial fashion, denied the Aggrieved any and
all due process / natural / common law rights available to him, and ordered / allowed STATE
agents to arrest him at least five times, forced him to attend a jury by trial of the STATE’s peers,
and then sentenced him, without any regard for law or equity, to a one year prison sentence.  The
aggrieved was forced - under duress, vie et armis - to a plea bargain, in order to gain his freedom
so that he could return home and support his family, and contest the validity of the claims.38

http://www.law.fsu.edu/crc/conhist/1885con.html


 See ‘Notice Concerning Fiduciary Relationship’ filed 08-26-201339

 See ‘Offer to Pay’ dated 06-13-201340

 Assistant STATE prosecutors refused to even discuss the charges, with the aggrieved.  They told the41

aggrieved that they would only talk with his ‘attorney’, if he were to retain one.  This specious argument might
make legal sense if the STATE ever asserted, and proved, that the aggrieved was a slave to them, a ‘U.S. citizen,
or something along these lines.  The fact is the STATE never asserted, let alone prove, any such ridiculous notion.

 A principle of law universally admitted, as being just and consonant with reason. (42 Bouvier 1856) 
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The Aggrieved offered several times to settle these claims, in good faith.  The aggrieved proffered
payment and settlement out of the STRAWMAN account  that the STATE created in the39

Aggrieved’s name.  Secondarily, the aggrieved proffered discharge via a payment of lawful
money, silver .  All these attempts made to settle the STATE’s charges were ignored.40 41

2) THE STATE FAILED TO FILE THE INITIAL CHARGES ON TIME 

Florida Statute 932.63 states:

... the prosecuting attorney shall, within 30 days ... file charges on behalf of the
state against the defendant ... or shall decline to file charges against the defendant,
and the cause shall be dismissed upon the filing of a no true bill by the prosecuting
attorney with the clerk. Upon failure of the prosecuting attorney to take action
within 30 days, the cause shall be dismissed by the clerk of the court in which the
cause is pending. 

The Accused was arrested on 1-25-2010. 
The STATE did not sign and file an Information until 03-04-2010
The STATE's failure to comply with the 30 day due process requirement elucidated in their own
FS 932.63 clearly mandated discharge of this information.

3) The STATE’s failure to follow basic tenets of Due Process bars their claims in perpetuity. The
STATE’s absolute failure to respond to lawfully submitted defensive demurrers constitutes
dishonor.  After NOTICE of DISHONOR  the STATE defaulted, and was thus barred / estopped
from pursuing their ‘informations’ commercial invoices / claims any further.  There are several
maxims of law  that support the aforementioned.  All men and women know that the foundation42

of law and commerce exists in telling the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth.  Truth,
as a valid statement of reality, is sovereign in commerce.  An unrebutted affidavit stands as truth
in commerce. Data Disc Inc. v. Systems Tech. Assocs., Inc. 557 F.2d 1280 (9th Cir. 1977).  See
also Taylor v. Portland Paramount Corp., 383 F.2d 634, 639 (9th Cir. 1967).   An unrebutted
affidavit is acted upon as judgment in commerce.

4) The STATE - by dragging out its vindictive administrative actions for over four years -
violated the Creator’s natural laws, international law, common law, and their own speedy trial

http://www.republicsg.info/Dictionaries/1856_bouvier_6.pdf
http://www.flsenate.gov/Laws/Statutes/2011/932.63
http://wordinfo.info/unit/2079/ip:1/il:T
http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Notice+of+dishonor
http://openjurist.org/557/f2d/1280/data-disc-incorporated-v-systems-technology-associates-inc
https://www.casetext.com/case/taylor-v-portland-paramount-corporation#.U3EkA3aGdPQ


 Civil Codes, Statutes and Rules mentioned in the Petition herein are binding on the STATE and its43

agents.  They are not binding (lacking a clear legal nexus) on living souls who are sovereign vis a vis the STATE.
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Rule 3.191 .  The STATE was only able to do so thru unlawfully obtained power and force.  For43

years they have operated as a corporation while pretending to be a constitutional governing body
accountable to the People.  Nothing could be further from the truth.  STATE agents stab Justice
on a daily basis with the judicial papers soiled by the blood of those who dare speak against their
ignoble edifices.  Silence can be equated with fraud where there is a legal or moral duty to speak. 
U.S. v. Tweel, 550 F.2d 297, 299 (5th Cir. 1977)
The STATE operates their court rooms under fraudulent flags of Admiralty pursuant to various
executive orders signed by governors and presidents asserting specious ‘states of emergency’. 
When questioned about these legal deceptions made under false assumptions and pretenses, the
STATE agents (and ‘Judges’) went mute, as if, again, they do not have any duty to dispense
equity, law, listen to TRUTH ... or speak the TRUTH.   The STATE admitted - thru their mute
posturing - that they had dragged the aggrieved into a statute-staple administrative ‘star
chamber’.  Admittedly not a court of LAW, the chancellors refused to recognize basic principles
of Equity, or their own rules, statutes and Uniform Commercial Codes that make up the bulk of
commercial tribunals.  It appears that under the guise of Admiralty and ‘public policy’ the three
chancellors involved felt as if ‘judicial discretion’ allowed them to do anything they wanted.

Except for a jury, it is also a fatal offense for any person, even a judge, to impair or to expunge,
without a Counter-Affidavit, any Affidavit or any commercial process based upon an Affidavit. 
This is what happened several times.  The chancellors would rule against the aggrieved even
though the STATE stood mute and did not contest or respond to the demurrers.

The Legitimate Political Power of a corporate entity is absolutely dependent upon its possession
of Commercial Bonds against Public Hazard–because no Bond means no responsibility, means no
power of Official signature, means no real corporate political power, and means no privilege to
operate statutes as corporate vehicles.  The aggrieved asked for copies of certified bonds for all
STATE actors involved.  Not one was ever produced.

Municipal corporations, which include cities, states and national governments, have no
commercial reality without bonding the entity, its vehicle (statutes), and its effects (the execution
of its rulings).  Again, the aggrieved demanded that the STATE attorney general certify the
statute advanced against the aggrieved.  No response was received.

In commerce, it is a felony for the Officer of a Political/Public Office to not receive and report a
Claim to its Bonding Company, and it is a felony for the agent of a Bonding Company to not pay
the Claim.  The aggrieved submitted a four million dollar default claim to Victor V. Marrero, 
Director of Risk Management for BSO ( Broward Sheriff’s Office). First Mr. Marrero said that
BSO was insured by Lexington.  First they said he was correct.  Later, Lexington told me that
BSO was self insured.  In any case, neither Lexington nor BSO would acknowledge and pay the
claim upon which BSO had defaulted.

https://www.casetext.com/case/us-v-tweel#.U3Em4HaGdPQ
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If a Bonding Company does not get a malfeasant public official prosecuted for criminal
malpractice within sixty (60) days, then it must pay the full face value of a defaulted Lien process
(at 90 days).  The aggrieved’s ‘home invasion’ claim defaulted in 2012.  The aggrieved’s
$500,000.00 default claim against Judge Levenson (2013) was also ignored by the STATE.

Judicial non-jury commercial judgments and orders originate from a limited liability entity called a
municipal corporation–hence, must be reinforced by a Commercial Affidavit and Commercial
Liability Bond.  Although requested, none was ever produced by the STATE.

Governments cannot make unbonded rulings or statutes which control commerce, free enterprise
citizens, or sole proprietorships without suspending commerce by a general declaration of martial
law.  In fact this appears to be the present sordid state of affairs, however, the ‘state of
emergency’ declared only suffices to support martial law rule, not true martial law.  In any case,
when questioned to verify same, the STATE has a duty to respond and clarify.  They refused.

An official (officer of the court, policeman, etc.) must demonstrate that he/she is individually
bonded in order to use summary process.  This never occurred, in fact, the four armed men who
stormed the aggrieved’s private home, refused to identity themselves and never presented any
warrant for the Aggrieved’s inspection.

An official who impairs, debauches, voids or abridges an obligation of contract or the effect of a
commercial lien without proper cause, becomes a lien debtor and his/her property becomes
forfeited as the pledge to secure the lien. Pound breach (breach of impoundment) and rescue is a
felony.  It is against the law for a judge to summarily remove, dismiss, dissolve or diminish a
Commercial Lien. Only the Lien Claimant or a jury can dissolve a commercial lien.  Stacy Ross,
Jeffrey Levenson and Sheriff Lamberti have all abridged their obligation and fiduciary duty to
the Aggrieved, as one of the People they swore to protect, by dismissing his lawful claims and
preventing advancement of same to the jury.

Notice to agent is notice to principal; notice to principal is notice to agent.  All Officials are
required by federal, state and municipal law to provide the name, address and telephone number
of their public hazard and malpractice bonding company and the policy number of the bond–and if
required a copy of the policy describing the bonding coverage of their specific job performance.
Failure to provide this information constitutes corporate and limited liability insurance fraud (15
USC), and is prima-facie evidence and grounds to impose upon the official personally, to secure
their public oath and service of office.  All STATE actors heretofore mentioned have failed to
provide this information.



 “If a judge try a case, reach a decision, and present his judgment in writing; if later error shall appear in44

his decision, and it be through his own fault, then he shall pay twelve times the fine set by him in the case, and he
shall be publicly removed from the judge's bench, and never again shall he sit there to render judgement.” Law #5,
the Code of Hammurabi

.  The STATE has the following number of personnel to their advantage: FDLE -45  1700 employees, AG’s
office - 1300 employees, Broward County: BSO - 5451 employees, and the CITY of FORT LAUDERDALE
employs 409 in the Police Department and 24 in the legal department.

 In light of the STATE’s absolute refusal to produce a record, or even a proper docket of all the46

documents and proceedings.
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PRAYER:

Aggrieved prays for reversal, discharge, restitution and reprimand  (of those STATE actors who44

participated in this terrorism).  Failing to obtain same from this court, aggrieved reserves the right
to advance his secondary arguments with a full restoration of the record of all hearings and trials
which occurred before this Prayer was filed.  In view of the one-sided state of affairs  the45

aggrieved reserves the right to expend whatever amount of time is necessary to prepare a full
record , as well as research and prepare numerous other arguments available to support reversal46

of the STATE’s charges.

Time is of the essence, ALL Rights Reserved, at Arms Length,

_____________________________/
Bruce of the family Toski       

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE:  

Two (2) copies of this 20 page PETITION FOR CERTIORARI were sent via first class mail on 05-12-2014 to 
Judge Michael I. Rothschild at 201 S.E. 6th Street, Fort Lauderdale, Florida.

PDF copies of this  page document were emailed to those below on 2014-05-12.
Scott J. Israel - Sheriff for the People of Broward ask_the_sheriff@sheriff.org
Richard L. Scott - Governor for the People of Florida Rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com
Pam Bondi - Attorney General for the People of Florida  pam.bondi@myfloridalegal.com
Howard C. Forman - Clerk of the Court for the People of Broward  Hforman@clerk-17th-flcourts.org
Michael J. Satz - State Attorney for the People of Broward ( SAO17@SAO17.STATE.FL.US )
Tracey-Ann Bailey - Probation Officer for the People of Broward ( Tracey-Ann_Bailey@sheriff.org )
Cynthia A. Everett - Attorney for CITY of FORT LAUDERDALE  ceverett@fortlauderdale.gov

* I would have liked to email copies to the ‘judges’ involved but their JA’s refused to supply me
with their email addresses.  To those who receive a paper copy and wish to receive a pdf file with
operating hyper links, just send an email to me at DPQ007@comcast.net

http://eawc.evansville.edu/anthology/hammurabi.htm
http://www.fdle.state.fl.us/Content/getdoc/3749abfa-3acc-4d9e-af97-f3016b86ccad/Quick-Facts.aspx
http://myfloridalegal.com/pages.nsf/Main/1125287186f444d985256cc9005afae1
https://www.sheriff.org/about_bso/admin/hr/index.cfm
http://www.flpd.org/index.aspx?page=48
mailto:ask_the_sheriff@sheriff.org
mailto:Rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com
mailto:pam.bondi@myfloridalegal.com
mailto:Hforman@clerk-17th-flcourts.org
mailto:Hforman@clerk-17th-flcourts.org
mailto:SAO17@SAO17.STATE.FL.US
mailto:Tracey-Ann_Bailey@sheriff.org
mailto:ceverett@fortlauderdale.gov
mailto:Richard@afbb.us
mailto:DPQ007@comcast.net
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